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We study on pores, the base of skin

Unlike many skincare companies who attempt to 

tackle multiple skin issues, we focus solely on pores 

which are, in fact, the key to healthy skin. We have 

spent the duration of our careers studying pores, how 

they work, and how to keep them healthy. Clean pores 

are the base of the skin and, by keeping them 

unclogged and clear, you can enjoy a well-balanced 

lifestyle with a more youthful appearance. 

SKINMISO is the result of years of research and hard-

work, designed to not only clear your skin, but to also 

boost your confidence and help you live the life you 

deserve.

About SKINMISO

BRAND

Skin, Mind, Life Balance

SkinMiso

Your pores :

are happier,

healthier, and free 

from clogging.

Your skin: 

is cleaner and 

clearer, keeping 

your pores working 

properly.

WHEN YOUR SKIN                         MEETS SKINMISO
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As a forward-thinking brand backed by science and research, we have formulated 12 leading

solutions for superior pore care.

THERE ARE THREE SECRETS TO SUCCESSFUL PORE CARE:

1. Cleaning off excess sebum and dead skin cells (exfoliating, cleansing, sebum removal, skin-lightening)

2. Maintaining optimal hydration and nutrient absorption

(moisturizing, pore tightening, reinforcing the skin’s ability to defend itself against foreign invaders) 

3. Keeping the skin healthy, overall, and in a well-balanced state

(overall skincare, wrinkle improvement, sebum reduction, enhancement of overarching skin problems.

About SKINMISO

BRAND
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About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE
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SKINMISO launched in SELFRIDGE department store, England (Jul, 2017) 

SKINMISO launched in one of the biggest English department stores, Selfridge in July 2017

About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE
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SKINMISO launched in Sephora, Spain (Sep, 2016)

SKINMISO have been selling at 125 stores of Sephora in Spain since Sept. 2016

SALES REFERENCE

About SKINMISO
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SKINMISO launched in Watsons, Singapore (Feb, 2013)

SKINMISO have been selling at 30 stores of Watsons in Singapore since Feb.2013

SALES REFERENCE

About SKINMISO
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SALES REFERENCE

About SKINMISO

SKINMISO launched in SKIN GARDEN, Japan (May, 2015)

SKINMISO have been selling at 5 stores of SKIN GARDEN in Japn since May.2015
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SKINMISO launched in Mannings, Hongkong (2014)

200 stores, Launched in 2014 

About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE
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SKINMISO launched in WISHH!, Hongkong (2014)

17 stores, launched in 2014

About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE
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About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE

Korea  LOHB’s

May 2019 / LOHB’s  180 stores
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About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE

Korea  ALAND

May 2018 / Aland  4 stores

(Myoungdong, Noonsquare, KOEX, Karosugail )
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About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE

Korea CHICOR

June 2018  June  / 6 stores
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https://planet-skin.com/

About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE :  On-Line

Spain

Canada

Others

https://www.mikaela-beauty.com/

https://althea.kr/
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About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE :   On-Line

Singapore

https://www.qoo10.sg/

https://mybeautymoments.com/

https://superberry.me/

Malaysia

http://www.nattacosme.com

https://www.hermo.my/

https://www.watsons.com.my/

https://www.lazada.com.my/
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About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE:  On-Line

Hongkong

https://www.fingershopping.com/

http://www.leaf1000.com/

https://www.hktvmall.com/

Korea 

7 Major Sites

Our own www.skinmiso.com
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Korean Online Sales No.1 Nose pack 

(Nose cleansing stripes)

TIMON Beauty Sales No.1

About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE : On-Line

TIMON Beauty 

SalesNo.1
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Sales No.1 in the biggest Singaporean Online Mall, Qoo10.sg

The best selling item In all categories of Qoo10 (17.Aug.2012)

About SKINMISO

SALES REFERENCE : On-Line

The best selling item

In all categories of Qoo10 !
17.Aug.2012
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Bonus Cotton Swap for Comfort 
During Use

An Intuitive Design

An Intuitive Design : 

well defined the 

procedure of usage.

Dissolving

sebum

Removing

sebum

pore tightening
water-oil

balance

PRECISE EXTRUSION

Wipe out

Precise 
Eextrusion

모공미인코팩
PORE BEAUTY NOSE PACK
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Comedo Remover (Sebum Extractor)

This product features two differentiating loop ends, which you can use according to your face’s

natural lines and structure. SKINMISO is proud to introduce the safest, most sanitary and most

effective way to extract blackheads and whiteheads.

Don’t risk infection by 

pressing sebum out with 

your hands.

Use the proven 

Sebum Remover 

instead!
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skin specialists’ choice of 

purchase

Open market steady seller 

(Sales #1)

the one and only product in 

Korea that includes container

The Skin Specialists’ 

Preferred Sebum 

Extractor

Sanitation is of the utmost 

importance for healthy skin. 

This SKINMISO pore-care 

product comes in

its own sanitary container to 

naturally protect your skin 

from invasion of foreign 

objects.

Q: What happens when 

you neglect your pores?  

A: “Neglect results in 

excessive sebum 

production which, over 

time, blocks the pores 

and results in the 

production of blackheads 

or whiteheads.”

Dr. M. Park

Anti-Aging Skin Clinic Specialists

피지제거기
COMEDO REMOVER
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Real Clean Peeling Gel

This product is hungry, and it’s craving your dead skin cells! This 

powerful peeling gel is abundant in botanical extracts, with anti-

inflammatory properties that gently remove dead skin cells, sebum,

and bodily waste - while soothing the skin and preventing damage.

Maintain Moisture + 

Hydration - Even After 

Peeling

Anti-Inflammatory Gommage

Peeling

Feed me your dead 

skin cells!
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1. MORE MOISTURE owing to potent botanical extracts.

2. GOMMAGE TYPE exfoliate without skin irritation.

3. 5a-PAHY TECHNOLOGY backed by science and inspired by nature.

리얼클린필링젤
REAL CLEAN PEEING GEL

This applied component-compound technology has proven efficacy on

pore improvement and skin protection.

When using this unique Gommage type of gel, you will see moisture

popping out when you roll the product onto the skin. Exfoliation using this gel results in less

dryness or irritation. The results will be visible from the very first use.

1. After washing and cleansing your face, remove all excess water.

2. Spread the gel onto your entire facial region, avoiding the sensitive areas around the eyes and mouth.

3. Softly roll onto the skin and gently massage in.

4. You will see your dead skin starting to ball up. Continue to massage for 1-2 minutes.

5. Once complete, rinse the gel off with tepid water.

Exfoliate smoothly for 1-2 minutes before rolling.

제형
쫀득한 젤타입

색상
투명

발림성
부드럽게 각질이 제거되는
필링젤

5a-PAHY Technology

Moisture Gommage

120g

HOW TO 

USE

BONUS TIP



The perfect 

cleanser for 

ALL skin types.

Self-Activating.

Relax and let it do its job!

SELF ACTIVATING CLEANSING GEL

This deeply-penetrating “self-activating” gel is a textured product 

that automatically adjusts its functionality depending on your unique 

skin condition. Yes - it’s an INTELLIGENT cleanser!

Hypoallergenic 

Prescription

Sub-Acid Cleanser

Self-Activating 

Technique
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1. Hypoallergenic : Cleanse without tightness or a “pulling” sensation.

2. Perfect pH : Similar to your skin’s natural pH level.

3. Self-Activating : Works according to your skin’s unique condition.

셀프액티베이팅클렌징젤
SELF ACTIVATING CLEANSING GEL

GREEN FOREST 

EXTRACT

Extracts of Scotch Pine Cone, Horseradish Tree Seed, Rosemary Leaf, Corn Mint, Nut Pine 

Seed, Thyme Leaf, and Hinoki Cypress Lead all work together to target and ease your skin 

condition from the inside out.

INTELLIGENT
This delicate, textured product changes its functionality according to your unique skin 

condition and secretion.

HIGH EFFICACY

Texture Type

High viscosity gel

Color

Transparent

Sensation

Soft contact with the skin means 

no “pulling” or tightness

1. After removing ALL makeup, apply a sufficient amount of cleansing gel across your dry face. Spread evenly, 

avoiding the sensitive areas surrounding the eyes and mouth.

2. Rinse off with lukewarm water after spreading evenly across the entire face.

We recommend this product to those whose makeup comes off easily. For mean who normally only wear sunblock, 

this product can be used as both a sunblock-remover and cleanser all-in-one.

120mL

This highly effective and non-irritating formulation will transform your skin.

HOW TO 

USE

BONUS TIP
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Rice Foam Cleansing

SKINMISO is proud to present its exclusive Rice Foam Cleanser,   

formulated to eradicate excess bodily waste and leftover makeup 

found within the pores.

The perfect choice for gentle daily exfoliation and optimal skin care.

Deeply Penetrate the Pores.

Eliminate Waste.

Look and Feel Amazing.

Clear remaining skin remnants 

with this thick foam

Less Stiffness
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1. Hypoallergenic. This gentle cleansing foam’s rice + botanical extracts work hard to keep  

your skin clean, clear, happy, and healthy.

2. Thick : This thickly-formed foam cleans every last pore…one by one.

1. Squeeze an adequate amount of the Rice Foam Cleanser onto wet hands.

2. Rub your hands together to foam up the product, and massage gently across the face.

3. Rinse the foam off with tepid water.

When cleansing your face with this gentle foam cleanser, be sure to rub your

hands together to make the product foam and bubble before applying it to your face.

150mL

라이스폼클렌징
RICE FOAM CLEANSING

MICROFOAM 
CLEANSING

CONTAINS POTENT 
NATURAL EXTRACTS

Soft, microscopic bubbles work hard to clear waste and dead skin care, which 

we are exposed to during daily life.

Treat your skin with extracts of Rice Bran, Papaya, Peony Root, Gold, Green Tea, Phellinus

Linteus, and Licorice.

Texture Type

Sticky + Creamy.

Color

Pearly White.

Sensation

Sticky + Soft thanks to 

Gentle Foam.

HOW TO 

USE

BONUS TIP
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Pore Purifying Toner

This exclusive pore purifying sub-acid toner rids pores of bodily 

waste and dead tissue. Designed to balance the increased pH 

level of the skin right after washing, this purifying toner will show 

impressive results from the very first use.

The First Step of Pore Care

Sub-Acid Toner

Pore Optimization

Open Up Your Pores!

Pore Purifying Toner…

…Where Healthy Pores 

are Born.
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1. GLOWPICK pore care No.1 Toner

2. This sub-acid product is mild and light yet deeply moisturizing

3. The toner adjusts sebum secretion, resulting in sublimely smooth skin texture.

모공퓨리파잉토너
PORE PURIFYING TONER

Treat your skin through mother nature’s top extracts, including

Hizikia Fusiforme, Greyblue Spicebush, Codium Tomentosum, and Gelidium Amansii.

This potent yet gentle toner helps the skin to regain its appropriate pH

level, while adjusting sebum secretion and delivering deep moisture penetration.

Texture Type

Flowy + thin liquid.
Color

Transparent with no 

hue.

Sensation

Light and refreshing 

moisturizing sensation.

250mL

1. After washing your face, use our toner as the first skincare step.

2. Moisten a cotton wool pad with toner and apply outwards from the inner part of the face. If you don’t have a cotton 

wool pad, apply an adequate amount of toner onto the skin to allow for optimize saturation.

When applying directly after washing your face, this toner will enhance the skin’s natural pH levels.

Also, always try to use a cotton wool pad for optimal results.

Before After

Sub-Acid Pore 

Care

Contains Power 

Extracts

HOW TO 

USE

BONUS TIP
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Pore Corset Serum

Tighten your Pores, the SKINMISO 

Way.

Korea’s only product with guaranteed effectiveness, proven 

through 1000x magnified pore photography.

Ongoing increase of sales internationally

Boost delivery and sales during the Black Friday period.

Tighten your Pores,

the SKINMISO Way.
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This product can increase 

your sales during the Black 

Friday period.

Our Pore Corset Serum is the 

only product in Korea that 

offers guaranteed effectiveness,

proven through 1000x magnified 

pore photography.

This serum is world-famous 

worldwide, selected by 

Amazon as a major item.

Continues growth

SAFE, GUARANTEED TIGHTENING BY CRYSTALZOM

SKINMISO utilizes one-of-a-kind skin tightening technology. We can confidently guarantee results,

proven during our testing phase using 1000x magnified pore photography.

◀ SKINMISO’s powerful skin 

tightening technology tightens 

any pore it touches, backed by 

technology that’s reminiscent 

of a corset.

1000x magnified photography of pores 

through a skin analysis system and 

microscope, Aramo Ts-2

(Daegu Haany University).

Size of pore before serum use: 22.44

Size of pore after serum use: 14/85

모공코르셋세럼
PORE CORSET SERUM

RESULT



100% unique product
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Spot Repairing Serum

This potent yet lightweight spot-repairing serum eradicates 

skin problems like dark marks. The secret lies in forming a 

thin layer that functions as an anti-problem “patch”.

Gently Apply to Troubled Skin

Rid your Skin of Spots - Finally

Results shown through continuous 

application of active ingredients

“Trouble patch” and skin cream

Trouble 

patch

as skin 

cream
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As sebum absorbs into the skin, 

use this transparent spot-

coaching patch to form a thin 

protective layer over spots. 

Continuous application of active 

ingredients protects the skin from 

the harmful outside environment.

▲ This repairing serum quickly recovers spots as seen in this photo. Here, a spot was just 

squeezed and swiftly repaired within 2 days of usages. Photo taken by customer.

100% unique product

“Trouble patch” and skin 

cream

Results shown through 

continuous application of 

active ingredients

Guaranteed to lighten skin 

and eradicate dark spots

▲ Dark spot care (photo taken from blog post)

In high demand amongst 

people in their teens and 

twenties.

Spot-coating transparent patch스팟리페어링세럼
SPOT REPAIRING SERUM
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Pore Zero Night Cream

This “Pore Zero” night cream tightens and improves the 

appearance of pores while you sleep. The product features 

additional wrinkle-improvement and skin-whitening benefits.

Multi-functional cream that enhances 

the skin’s appearance overnight.

A night cream that provides 

moisturization, without oiliness.

YES,

I WOKE UP LIKE THIS.

WAKE UP PRETTY,

OH SO PRETTY.
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1. This dual-functional night cream provides deep moisture penetration without leaving any 

remaining facial oil.

2. When applied thickly, the cream can also double as a sleeping mask.

3. This product delivers convenient pore care while you sleep.

모공제로나이트크림
PORE ZERO NIGHT CREAM

This dual-functional product whitens the skin, improves

the appearance of wrinkles, allows for more elasticity, and overall, 

promotes a better appearance.

Convenient pore care 
while you sleep

Texture Type

Soft + creamy
Color

Glossy white

Sensation

Deep moisturizing 

sensation

80g

After washing the face, apply the Pore Zero Night Cream as the final step of skincare. Apply across

the entire facial region and tap gently to allow for full saturation.

If you are going through a life-phase whereby you are specifically concerned about the appearance 

of your pores, use a thicker coat of this cream and let it double as a sleeping mask.

HOW TO 

USE

BONUS TIP



Protect 

your skin 

against oil

Watch out for 

facial oil !
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Oil Eraser

This handy liquid, porous powder makes your skin feel

“fluffy.” It absorbs the skin’s excess sebum,

resulting in a smooth appearance and feel.

Keep skin “fluffy” all day and night

Enjoy a portable, mini-sized bottle

“Eraser” design



Texture Type

Soft lotion
Color

White

Sensation

Smooth + fluffy.
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1. Liquid-Type Powder : Easily adjust quantity.

2. Use anytime, whether you’ve got makeup on or not.

3. Maintain “fluffy” skin, without oily glistening.

개기름지우개
Oil Eraser

This liquid-type powder absorbs excess sebum and keeps the skin soft.FLUFFINESS

9mL

Spread a thin layer of liquid powder onto the area where sebum causes the most trouble.

Using the Oil Eraser before sebum secretion is a great way to keep your skin

fresh and clean.

Maximize your skincare routine with 9 x powerful extracts.9 X NATURAL EXTRACTS

HOW TO 

USE

BONUS TIP
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Peel it off.

Fill it in.

Enjoy the results!

Peel & Fill 2 Step Mask Pack

This handy mask pack reveals flawless pores, every time, 

day and night.

THE ULTIMATE IN PORE TEXTURE CARE

Peeling Pad

Easy 2-Step Process

Mask Pack
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1. STEP #1: Use the peeling pad to extract and remove bodily waste and dead 

skin cells.

2. STEP #2: Use to mask pack to supply moisture and hydrate the skin, caring for 

the pores at the same time.

This pack features numerous extracts, such as Manuka Honey.

필앤필 2스텝마스크팩
SKINMISO Peel & Fill 2 Step mask pack

White Willow Bark softly extracts bodily waste and dead skin cells while keeping

the pores tight, clean, and a pleasure to look at.

1. After washing the face, gently massage the skin with the peeling pad, following the instructions in STEP #1 

above. Move from the inner part of the skin outwards.

2. Remove the sheet mask, as described in STEP #2 above, and press against the facial skin until the mask rests 

in place.

3. After 10-20 minutes, remove the mask and gently tap the skin to allow the remaining essence to be absorbed.

You can get the most out of your skincare routine by using this product daily to gently remove dead skin 

and smoothen out the texture of your pores.

PEELING PAD

MASK PACK:
Manuka Honey extract delivers optimal hydration and moisture, while Green Tea

and Witch Hazel soothe and soften the skin for silky results.

25g/1ea

10ea

HOW TO 

USE

BONUS TIP
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I’m A.Helper Toner

Soothe, exfoliate, and balance out the skin.

Contains patented Castor/Kalopanax extract.
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I’m A.Helper Essence

Laser-target numerous skin problems by strengthening the skin’s natural 

defense mechanisms

while adjusting the skin’s water-oil balance.
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I’m A.Helper spot

This skin cream effortlessly facilitates the improvement of various 

skin troubles with effectiveness and efficiency.

Contains patented Castor/Kalopanax extract.
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Kalopanax pictus Nakai

Kalopanax pictus Nakai is a plant that also appears in “Dongyibogam,” which is Korean traditional medical 

book. It improves skin disease and inflammation when used on the skin. The action of an ingredient called 

‘hederagenin monodesmoside’ in Kalopanax has a powerful deterrent against fungi parasitic on the skin. The 

bark of Kalopanax contains 13 to 30 percent of tannin, which helps keep the skin clean by removing harmful 

substance.

I’m A.Helper

I’m A.Helper
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1. The Total Care Range is abundant in Asiatic Pennywort Extract.

2. Maintain optimal skin balance through step-by-step skincare.

I’m A.Helper

I’m A.Helper

Many skin problems are caused by an excessive amount of sebum and dead skin cells. These 
can block the surface of pores. Clogged pores contain many germs where sebum is notorious 
for growing and propagating. Often, this is the root cause of acne breakouts.

Skin Problem 

Care

Asiatic Pennywort Extract Tea Tree Leaf Oil Aloe Vera Leaf Juice Kalopanax Pictus Extract

1. After washing the face, soak a cotton wool with some toner and gently saturate the skin.

2. Pour a sufficient amount of the essence into your hands and smoothly apply across the entire facial region.

3. Spread the spot cream across the most problematic areas of the face.

HOW TO 

USE

BONUS TIP You can use the spot cream more frequently as needed daily.
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I’m A.Helper

I’m A.Helper

A.Helper Toner 200mL

Soothe the skin from the inside out and 

protect against external stimuli.

Eliminate dead skin and prevent pore-

clogging.
Texture Type

Watery liquid

Color

Transparent

Sensation

Light and moisturizing 

sensation

A.Helper Essence 70mL

Deeply moisturize and hydrate the skin 

without making it greasy or prone to

acne. Prevent the overproduction of sebum 

and remove dead skin cells. Enjoy softer 

skin and prep the face for long periods of 

makeup wear.

Texture Type

Slightly viscous 

emulsion

Color

Opaque

Sensation

Soft, wide spreading 

sensation

A.Helper Spot 30mL

Prevent skin problems before they 

become skin problems. Laser-target

existing skin problems with precision and 

scientific accuracy. Minimize the chances 

of recurring problems in weakened skin 

following extraction.

Texture Type

Viscous cream type 
Color

Opaque white

Sensation

Light, wide spreading 

sensation
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RETAIL PRICE

Model Retail Price U/price Description Remark

Deep Cleansing 
Line

Pore Beauty Nose Pack ₩24,000
(STEP1,2-3ml / STEP3-1g / cotton swab 1pc) 
x10

N/A

Comedo Remover ₩15,000
Sanitary container and easy tool to remove 
sebum

Sebum-less Pore Mask ₩14,000
With perlite to absorb sebum and remove 
dead skin cell, Wash-off pack / 100mL

N/A

Real clean Peeling Gel ₩14,000
Mild and waterful gomage-typed peeling 
gel / 200ml

Daily Care Line

Rice Foam Cleansing ₩12,000
cleanser to wash off pores and sebum with 
rice extract / 150ml 

Pore Purifying Toner ₩15,000 Toner to care pores at the first step / 250ml

Pore Corset Serum ₩32,000 Serum to minimize and care pores / 30ml

Spot Repairing Serum ₩24,000
Serum to take care of skin troubles and 
make redness better / 30ml

Pore Zero Night Cream ₩32,000
Cream to help tighten pores and care skin 
while sleeping  / 80ml 



RETAIL PRICE

Model Retail Price U/price Description Remark

Daily Care Line

Oil Eraser ₩12,000 Liquid powder  to remove sebum / 9ml

Peel&Fill 2Step Mask ₩3,500 Peeling pad 7g/  Moisturizing sheet mask 25g

Sick Pores
(Acne)

I’m A.Helper Toner ₩22,000
Toner to soothe sensitive skin and improve it to 
better condition  / 200ml 

I’m A.Helper Essence ₩24,000
Essence to recover skin balance and reinforce 
skin self-defense / 70ml

I’m A.Helper Spot ₩28,000
Spot cream to cure and repair skin troubles / 
30ml



Thank you :D

42, Teheran-ro 28-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel) 82-2-6423-7752   Fax) 82-2-333-7751

www.skinmiso.com

C.E.O. Young Jung 

Mobile) 82-10-8148-3029 

E-mail) young@skinmiso.com 


